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I. Introduction 

As a trading-dependant nation, federal state and (former) colony, private 

international law or, more commonly, conflict of laws has . long been at the 

fore企ont泊 Australia,perhaps even more so th叩 formany more ins叫aror 

unitary countries. Until relatively recent times, however, a discussion of 

Austral旬.nconflicts would have differed very little from E旬。lishconflicts. Yet, 

over the past two decades, a combination of Australia asserting its 

distinctiveness from English common law<ll and England becoming more 

involved with its European neighbours as co-signatories to出eEU冶Brussels

Regulation on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments and the Rome 

Convention on the Law Applicable on Contracts <2> has resulted in a growing 

bifurcation between the two countries' conflict rules. <3> Thus，抗 is註nportantnot 

to make the assumption possible a generation ago白紙 Australianprivate 

international law is in essence English law. Keeping that caution in mind, the 

two countries’law in this area is related. They b凶ld企oma unified tradition, and 

the theory and conceptualisation of the subject in the two countries are 

fundamentally the same. 

四 isEssay，世間refore,rather than try to describe all of Australia’s private 

international law, builds upon出efoundation laid by the writer on English 

conflict of laws in this same volume <4> and focuses on highlighting those areas 

where Australian law h出 diverged企omEngland. Because New Ze剖担dh槌
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tracked English law much more closely出anAustralia, and indeed retains the 

Privy Council of the English House of Lords as its highest court, (5) there has 

been less divergence between New Zealand and England. Correspondingly, this 

Essay does not focus on the law in New Zealand though it occasionally refers to 

New Zealand's treatment of a few discrete issues. 

In traditional conflict of laws f回 hion，仕出 Essaybegins wi出 adiscussion of 

jurisdiction, particularly focus凪gon Australia's new jurisdictional rules for 

internet based claims and forum non conveniens. I then turn to the choice of law 

rules looking specifically at to此 andcontract c部 esand considering exclusions of 

foreign law. The Essay next briefly considers the Australian rules on the 

enforcement of fore辺njudgments and awards. I conclude by briefly summ釘ising

some of the fundamental differences between Australian and English private 

interτiational law. 

II. Jurisdiction 

A. Generally 

Without jurisdiction nothing happens. From a common law perspective, 

whether a court has jurisdiction over a matter and the p訂tiesis the starting 

point to any law suit, let alone private international law issue. Regarding 

jurisdiction for cases conce口出igproperty within the forum (G) or where a party 

can be served in the forum, (7) there is little dispute and Australian courts w迦

take jurisdiction. The more difficult questions, and where Australia has diverged 

in part f旨omEngland, relate to when Australian co町 tsw泊 takejurisdiction over 

matters concerr由igforeign land and parties served outside of Australia. 

1. Jurisdiction over Foreign Land 

The common law approach to the issue of jurisdiction over foreign land is 

found within the so-called Mocαmbique Rule whereby courts w姐 notaccept 

jurisdiction regarding title to land abroad or reg釘 dingtorts over foreign land. (s) 

The majority of states and territories within Australia continue to follow both 

branches of this traditional rule. (9) However, English courts while contin凶ngto 

refuse jurisdiction on issues of title, now w出 takejurisdiction over cases raising 

trespass to foreign land issues. (lO) Similarly, Australia’s most populous state, New 

South Wales, and its capital te凶 tory,the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), 
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have enacted statutes that seemingly abrogate the Mocα.mbique R叫.e.

The New South Wales statute w田 draftedspecifically to avoid the limiting 

effect of the traditional approach. Thus, section 3 of its Jur伝説ct・旬nof GouバS

(Foreign Land)Act 1989 expressly provides that ＇~urisdiction of any court is not 

excluded or limited merely because the proceedings relate to, or may o出erwise

concern, land or immovable property”. The ACT law shadows New Sou出 Wales's

sweeping language, but adds the qualification that its courts are not authorised 

to hear c田 esrelating to title of land outside of血eteηitory. (lll In both cases, 

however, the authority to hear fore場lland disputes does not necessarily mean 

出atcourts in those jurisdictions will do so. Bo血 lawsprovide for implicit 

incorporation of forum non conveniens to displace local jurisdiction where 

appropriate. U2> In s田町n釘 y,it m場ltbe said仕mtthe majority of Australian 

cou此sfollow both branches of the traditional Mocαmbique Rule, however, 

England and the ACT have used statutes to avoid the second portion of that rule 

conceロ由igjurisdiction for property to此swhile New South Wales seems to have 

abrogated the rule completely. 

2. Jurisdiction over Parties Outside of Australia 

Like England, taking jurisdiction over a person outside of Australia is a two-

P紅 tprocess.町rst,a cou此must,either beforehand or after the fact, determine 

白紙 itis appropriate to serve a p訂tylocated outside its province. Second，血e

cou比 willhear challenges to出回目ionof jurisdiction based on that se円ice.

When Australian cou此sw世 grantleave to serve abroad is l訂 gelya matter of 

statute. Because of出efederal nature of Australia, each of the states and 

territories出 wellas the Federal Court and H泡hCourt has its own statutory rule 

for granting leave to serve outside its territory. U3> Nonetheless, some general 

principles may be extracted企官n位levarious rules. For example, all of the 

statutes are structurally alike in finding jurisdiction based on specific“heads of 

jurisdiction”出atsuggest a connection between the cause and the forum. It is 

beyond the scope of this Essay to discuss all of these heads and sub-heads, 

therefore, the follow加gonly considers jurisdiction based on contractual and 

tortious heads and uniquely Australian approaches w世 血those.

The New South Wales' rule for contract b出 edjurisdiction is typical and 

provides “where the subject matter of出eproceeding is a contract" and the 
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contract is made or breached in the state, governed by state law or the 

contract泊gparty’s agent is in the state, the court may allow service outside of 

Australia. 04l Generally speaking, Australian courts have interpreted these 

provisions broadly to include most actions that sound in contract. 05l One 

凶terestingpoint under this head is that the Commonwealth as well as New 

South Wales and Victoria have adopted rules for e-contracting largely consistent 

with the UNC/1'.九4LModel Lαw oη Electronic Commerce. <15l Thus, for 

contracts where either the offer or acceptance was via the internet or e-mail, 

both the sender’s and receiver’s places of business are deemed to be a place of 
(17) contracting. 

Australia also has more developed jurisdiction rules for internet-based torts 

than most other countries. The general g凶delinefor taking jurisdiction over a 

tort is that the tort must be “committed within" the forum. Os) In application, the 

courts take a look at the whole of the events constituting the to此 tofind“where 

加 substance…the cause of the action arose”. 09l In addition, half of the 

Australian cou此salso allow jurisdiction to be based on tortious damages 

suffered “wholly or pa此ly”inthe territory. <ZO) Something that by itself is 

generally insufficient to suppo此jurisdictionunder the primary test. (Zl) It is also 

practically very important since it means plaintiffs can, in effect, bring tortious 

j町 isdictionwith them into a forum. 

Application of these tests has caused much consternation and discussion in 

relation to defamation committed on the interτlet. (22) In one of the first definitive 

statements on the issue in the world, (23) Australia’s High Court ruled泊 Dow

Jones v Gutnick in November 2002 that the ability to download defamatory 

material within the forum was sufficient to anchor jurisdiction under the place of 

the tortious damage test and, arguably, the place of the tort test (ie, the place of 

publication) .凶 InGutnick, Bαrroη’s magazine of New York published an alleg-

edly defamatory article on its website located in New Jersey and available to a 

few hundred subscribers in Victoria, Australia. Gutnick sued Bαrron's parent 

company, Dow Jones, in Victoria for defamation under Victorian law. While Dow 

Jones argued for a new internet-specific rule for conflicts purposes, the Victoria 

Supreme Court of Appeals extended the traditional rationale and found on the 

interlocutory point of to此iousjurisdiction that it had jurisdiction both in the 
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place of the to民 whichwas Victoria as the point of publication, and the place of 

damage, which w槌 alsoVictoria where Gutnick w田 located.(25> The H単lCourt 

affirmed，同ectingany s凶 generislex伽ternetrule. (25> 

S卸lilarto血edef:釦 iationscenario, jurisdiction over misrepresentation in 

Australia and England h出 historic凶lybeen founded at the place where the 

representation w部 receivedand acted upon. (27＞τh回ghCourt has added 

subtlety to吐血 rulein Australia, however, by providing in Voth v Mαnildγα 

Flour Mills Pty Ltd that if出erepresentation is made abroad but acted upon 

domestically抗w温 notbe sufficient to釦ldthe to此 W槌 committedin Australia. 

（却）官ms,while Australia’s general rules for jurisdiction do not diverge radically 

from England, it has added nuanced differences for prope此youtside the forum, 

and internet tort and contract c出 es.

B. Cross-Vesting within Australia 

This Essay does not focus on the conflict of laws questions raised among the 

various federal entities within Australia. Nonetheless, it is worth not泊gthat in 

contrast to the stricter form of federalism found in the United States, Australia 

has innovatively developed a“cross-vesting”scheme whereby intra-Australia 

jurisdictional conflicts are largely avoided. Under the cross-vesting legislation 

enacted by the Commonwealth and each of the states and territories, and 

effective in 1988, each federal cou此andthe state or territorial courts of general 

jurisdiction were empowered to try any C槌 ethat could be heard by its sister 

cou此s.四＞ In other words, the Supreme Court of New South Wales could rely on 

the Commonwealth jurisdictional rules to sit部 aFederal Court and vice-versa. 

In practical terms, this meant白紙 lookingmerely to the jurisdictional rules of 

the forum w部 insufficientand註¥Steadthe broader question of whether the 

matter could be heard by any cou比 basedon its jurisdictional rules had to be 

部 ked.It also necessitated a detailed set of venue g凶delinesso that each c田 e

was directed to a s凪gle,appropriate forum. (3o> 

’The scheme proved sensible, popular, successful, and unfortunately in 1999 

partially unconstitutional. (3Il As a result, the state and teロitorialcourts are still 

able to cross-vest with each other田 wellas hear federal matters, but the federa 

co町 tsmay no longer entertain cases on s旬.teH旧tters,which are noted below 
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(though they may s凶lhe紅 caseson territorial matters). (J2l While a setback for siin-

plicity wi出inAustralia, the development has brought about at least one 

siinplification from a conflicts standpoint by spuロカlgthe complete unification of 

corporations law加tothe single Corporiαtions Act 2001 (Cth) which thereby 

completely side-steps any choice of laws issue for most company cases. 

C. Forum Non Conveniens and Anti-Suit Injunctions 

One of Australia's greatest divergence from England is its approach to 

dec出世igjurisdiction where more出.anone cou此 mayhear a case. As is well-

known, England has adopted the Scottish and American doctrine of forum non 

conveniens c叫minatingin Spil伯dαMαritiηieCorp v Cα加 ulexLtd.（おlUnder 

the Spil旬dαruleEnglish courts, and similarly New Zealand cou比s,w世 decline

jurisdiction when there is another court that has jurisdiction and is a more 

appropriate forum considering the most real and substantial connections of the 

s凶t.（おlThus，加 application,courts conduct a balancing of so此samong available 

forums considering factors such as the place of the acts and parties, the 

goverr由iglaw and the availability of evidence, and to a lesser degree litigation 

advantages available for the plaintiff in the selected forum. (35l 

In contrast, the Australian H泡hCourt in the 均仇 casenoted above expressly 

r司ectedthis type of search for the most appropriate forum for a cleaner 

presumption in favo町 ofthe plaintiff’s selected court unless the defendant 

shows it to be “clearly inappropriateり36）’Thatis, based essentially on the same 

factors considered under the Spiliadαrule, an Australian cou比百rnydecline 

jurisdiction only where it 旬、oinappropriate a forum …［出at]continuation 

would be oppressive and vexatiousり37lIn practical terms, the difference 

between the Spiliα伽 andぬthtests is very real wi血 theAustralian approach 

be凪gmuch more difficult to satisfy and correspondingly forum non conveniens 

stays more exceptional. 

Australian courts also have血epower to grant the inverse of forum non 

conveniens stays-so幽calledanti-s凶ti羽田ctionswhich prevent persons within 

the court’s jurisdiction企ompurs凶ngsuits elsewhere.官出 isan interesting area 

where the English and Australian approaches seem to have converged despite 

different routes and rationales. Given the more dr田 ticnature of prevent凪ga 
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person from pursuing a suit abroad, as opposed 加 dee.胎出igto hear a domestic 

c田 e加 favourof another forum, Australia’s stricter approach to forum non 

conve凶enshas been better placed to address仕iesituation. Thus，泊 CSRLtd v 

CignαIηsurance AustraliαLtd, the四位 Courtapplied a vexatious and 

oppressive standard sir凶larto its forum non conveniens test for when it would 

allow an anti-s凶tirljunction. (3SJ On the other hand, the English courts have had 

to work up to this standard 企om吐ieirlaxer“more appropriate forum" rule for 

forum non conveniens. (39l In short, English courts are more w温釦gthan 

Australian courts to dismiss for forum non conveniens出oughthey have 

irldirectly become equally reluctant as Australian cou此sirl grant加ganti-s凶t

irljunctions. 

田. Choice of law 

After an A田 tra且m cou此 establishesthat江 h錨 jurisdictionand w温 not

decline the matter for discretionary reasons，位ienext private irltemational law 

issue is what law the court should apply. (40J勾創刊 thisis complicated by出e

federal system irl Australia; thus，“Australian law”m単itbe any one of nirle state, 

territori叫 orcommonwealth laws. l41l As a very rough g凶dewith irlnumerable 

exceptions and overlaps, commonwealth law covers those matters釘is凪gunder 

the Commonwealth Constitution凪eludingforeign affairs, defence, taxation, 

family law, and much of commercial law, while the laws of the six states and two 

territories cover are出 such・as obligations, property，加dcrimirlal law. <42l Thus, 

law suits irl Australia m氾htface irltemal choice of law questions as well as 

irltemational ones. There has been much debate over出eyears reg釘 ding

whether irltra-Australian conflicts should be resolved加出esame manner出

irltemational conflicts, partic叫arlyirl light of section 118 of the Australian 

Constitution which provides for“負温 faithand credit" of laws throughout the 

Commonwealth. <43l While it is still debatable irl many aspects, this Essay 

proceeds on the basis of the recent High Court decision Regie Nαt仰叫edes 

Us伽esRenαultSAvZhαng that irltra-Australian and irltemational conflicts w世

be resolved凪 alike manner. <44l Due to space considerations, this Essay only 

considers吐iechoice of laws issue irl contracts and to巾 aswell as briefly lookirlg 

at exclusion of foreign laws. 
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A. Choice of Contract Law 

Despite not being eligible for the European Union’s Rome Convention on 

choice of contract law, Aus位alia’sapproach to selection of contract law is very 

sir凶l訂 toEngland's under that昭reement.C45l As a general principle, Australia 

follows the仕eedomof choice of contract law rule. However, like Engl.and, this is 

slightly restricted加 thatthe choice must be bona fide and legal, which凪

practice means courts will not read ev酪 iveselection clauses to allow for 

avoidance of mandatory laws. C4Sl Some we泡htis added to this exception in 

Australia by the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) which governs most consumer 

contracts and is a mandatory law of the forum that provides unconscionable 

choice of law clauses will be avoided. C47l 

In applying this企eedomof choice principle, there are essentially three 

alternative steps. First，江thereis an express choice of contract law血encou巾

will (except for the r釘 eexception noted above) recognise it. C4Sl Second, if there is 

not an affirmatively declared selection, but the court may凶 er血epa此ies’

choice企omthe terms of the contract and the surrounding circumstances, the 

cou比 willfind that to be血eproper law of the contract. C49l This examination 

generally focuses the cou比 onthe four corners of the contract wi血 ce此剖n

contractual clauses, such as仇 terα陶 placeof performance and choice of 

forum，加fluencing位mtdeterr凶nation.c印）官lUS,in the回ghCourt case of Akai 

Pty Ltd v People's lnsuriαnee Co Ltd, the Court found出atan exclusive forum 

clause would be a very strong presumption of the inferred choice of contract 
1 (51) aw. 

Third，立 nochoice of law has been expressly made or can be inferred, the 

court will look to the law with which the contract has the “closest and most real 

connection”. C52l In application, this means courts will consider equally any 

number of a variety of factors including the places of contract血g,performance 

and payment; the cuπency of the contract; the parties' residences; and so fo比h.

（日lWhile this general approach suggests some ambig凶tyaround the edges，抗 is

submitted that much like仕ieRome Convention it produces predictable and 

clear results in the overwhelming majority of c田 es.
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B. Choice of Tort Law 

It is often said that there are three alternative approaches a state m泡hpursue 

regarding choice of to此 law:lex f ori, lex loci delicti, or some“proper law of the 

to此”．（臼lEngland through statute has adopted a hybrid test based, in part, on its 

serr山1alC九αplinv Boys. <55l Thus, the general English rule町lightbe described 

as lex loci unless there is a substantially more appropriate law considering all 

the circumstances. (S6) In two relatively recent H辺hCourt cases -F:,例fferv 

Rogerson and Renault v Zhang-Australia has e却 resslyrejected this approach 

in favo町 ofthe predicability of a strict law of the place of the tort rule. <57l In 

short, simple lex loci delicti is the law in Australia without exception. Thus, it 

was held in Renαult that New Caledonian law should apply without exception to 

an accident by an Australian resident in a French car while in Noumea, even 

though a New South Wales court had jurisdiction, was an appropriate forum, and 

all legal remedies available under New South Wales tort law might not have be 

available under New Caledonian delict law. (5S) 

The simplicity of出elegal rule partially obfuscates出ediffic凶tyof its 

application in“double locality torts”where the acts comprising the tort arise in 

multiple states. The general rule in these cases is that the court will focus on the 

place of the act or o凶 ssionrather than where the damage occurs.＜日lNotably for 

the interesting case of internet defamation, the H泡hCourt recently held in 

Gutnick that this was the place where the damage to reputation occurred, 

which is where the person dowr吐oadsthe material. <60> 

C. Exclu針。nof Fore』gnLaw 

Even where the traditional rules for choice of law suggest a foreign state’s law 

should apply, sometimes an Australian or English court will not apply that law. 

Thus, one of the classic rules of common law conflicts is that courts will not 

apply either directly or indirectly any penal, revenue or other public law of a 

foreign state. <61> Of late, partic叫arlysince the UK’s incre出 ingexpos町 eto 

European private international law through the Brussels Regulation and Rome 

Convention, there has been much speculation regarding whether仕1e“public

law”aspect of this rule m氾htbe interpreted broadly in a ci叫liansense to be an 

umbrella term covering mむ1Ysuch public laws. <62) 
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Wi出血 thisgeneral debate two divergences between the English and 

Australian approaches have emerged. First, wi出 reg訂 dsto revenue laws仕le

Australian decision of Ayers v E1沼市 standsin con紅白tto血eEnglish and Irish 

refusal to assist a foreign insolvency that加 p訂 trepresents a foreign 

government tax claim. <53> Moreover, further we泡htis added to this constrictive 

reading of the revenue exclusion in Australia with reg訂 dsto New Zealand tax 

claims, since those are expressly enforceable under statute.＜叫 Readnarrowly 

these cases and statutes might merely be aspects of the unique relationship 

between Australia and New Zealand. Read more broadly, however, they suggest 

an important trend吐mtprovides a way through the complicated m昭 eof cross-

border insolvency frameworks and a means of ho凶ngtransnational tax evaders 

liable. <65> New Ze叫andfor its part seems to sit somewhere between Australia 

and England on出 spoint部 itwould allow enforcement of Australian tax claims 

but not the broad approach of Ayers. (S6l 

A second interest加gdivergence between Australia, on the one hand, and New 

Zealand and Eng加1d,on the other, reg釘 ding仕lebroad “public law”rubric arose 

泊 theso-called Spycαtcher litigation. In these parallel cases tried in Australia 

and New Zealand, the Attorney General for the United Kingdom sought 

injunctions凪 bothcountries to prevent a former British spy from publishing a 

book that allegedly revealed British state secrets. The exclusion of foreign laws 

problem紅白ein出atthe British Attorney General partially based his claim on a 

British statute prohibiting the disclosure of official secrets as well as the private 

rights of an employer regarding a former employee. <57> The Australian H泡h

Court found白紙 despitethe British Attorney General's attempt to C部 tthe issue 

回 aprivate law matter, the true nature of the action w出 reg釘 ・dingenforcement 

of a foreign public law and, therefore, the Australian co町 tcould not assist. (Gs> In 

contrast, the New Zealand cou此， relyingin part on Lord Denning’s speech in an 

earlier English House of Lords decision about New Zealand artefacts, <59> found 

that it could enforce the fore泡nsecrecy law because “［i]t would seem 

anachronistic for出ecourts to deny themselves釘lYpower to do what血eycan 

to safeguard the security of a企iendlyforeign state”．仰＞ Beyond the specific 

differences these cases show in their protection of fore泡nsecrecy laws，仕le

opinions必sosuggest that Australia is tはinga nぽTower,stricter view of the 
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general restriction on application of fore単ilaws while New Zealand and 

England訂 etaking a broader, more flexible view. Perhaps counter-intuitively, it 

is Australia's restrictive approach that is more favourable to international comity 

while the broader approach results in more parochial holdings. 

IV. Enforcement of Foreign Judgments and Awards 

The住lalstep in Australia’s private international law regime-enforcement of 

foreign judgments-is covered by bo出血ecommon law and statute. Under both 

standards, little to no divergence arises between Australia and England's 

approaches. For des場iated countries including Japan, (7Il the Australian 

Foreigη Ju吻mentsAct 1991 ( Cth) , chiefly modelled on the British Fore句n

Jud伊閉山 （ReciprocαtEゆ m併問叫） Act 1933, allows foreign judgments to be 

enforced by registration.官iestatute applies to缶四imoney judgments仕omthe 

designated foreign courts handed down within six ye釘s.側 A氏erregistration, a 

cou此 maystill set aside a judgment江，伽terαt臼， itno longer satisfies the 

statute’s eligibility requirements，出eregistered judgment seeks more伽 ndue, 

the judgment debtor did not receive adequate notice，出ejudgment w田

obtained by仕aud，出ejudgment is contrary to Australian public policy, or血e

foreign court did not have j世 isdiction.(73) Regarding血ejurisdiction required to 

avoid being set aside，出etest is not whether出eforeign cou此 hadjurisdiction 

pursuant to its domestic law, but whe出erunder 血eFor・例gnJudgments Act包

de釦批ionthe judgment debtor consented to the fore場ljurisdiction, had 

domicile in血efore単lcountry，位ierelevant transaction went through血e

foreign state, or the property at issue w田 wi佐世lin吐ieforeign forum. (74> 

AsSUI凶ngregistration and no set出ig出 ide,the foreign judgment has the same 

force and effect for enforcement田 astand釘 djudgment企oman Australian 

cou比（75)As泊 theUnited阻ngdomunder its similar scheme, registration under 

statute has made enforcement quicker, cheaper and more predictable for 

judgments from eligible countries. 

For judgments 企omthose countries not designated under the Fori同gn

JudgmeηおActsuch as the United States, judgment creditors must rely on the 

common law enforcement rules.’These rules do not differ significantly from 

England’s common law approach and釘ein fact consistent with the Fore匂n
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Judgments Act包 framework.Thus, Australian courts will enforce a fore泡n

judgment at common law where the foreign cou此 hadjurisdiction recognised in 

Australia, the judgment is final for a set monetary amount, and the p釘 tiesare 

the same. (75> A氏erestablishing a foreign judgment may be enforced, the 

judgment debtor may still raise a number of common law defences such as仕aud

in the original proceeding and contradiction of public policy or nat町 aljustice. (77) 

Further, following the United阻ngdom'slead，＜沼＞ Australia has enacted the 

Fore匂ηProceedかり・s(Excess of Jurisdiction) Act 1984 (Cth) that precludes 

the enforcement of judgments based on“excessive jurisdiction”，吋z,multiple or 

punitive damage awards仕omUS anti-trust cases. (79> 

Foreign arbitral awards are also readily enforceable in Australia. For those 

countries des泡natedunder the Fore匂nJudgmenぉAct,arbitration awards are 

treated in the same m釘meras judgments. (SO) In addition, Australia h出

incorporated 出e 1958 New York Convention on 出e Recogr批ion and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards into抗SInternαtioηαt Aγ＇bitriαtion Act 

1974 (Cth). Thus, for arbitration awards仕omstates member to the New York 

Convention, those tried and tested rules apply. (Bil For judgments from any 

rem凶ningcountries, the Internαtioηαt Arbitr，αtion Act in Part III has also 

adopted the UNCIT.必4LModelLαwon Internαtim叫 lCommerciαl Arbitriαtioη 

1985 which provides rules for recognis加g訂bitralawards generally consistent 

with those under the New York Convention. （制

V. Conclusion 

For nearly two hundred years Australian conflicts rules were in essence a sub司

set of English private international law.’Thus, it is not S山prisingthat the 

organisation, theoretical underp加ningsand vocabulary of Australian conflict of 

laws retains a very English accent. This can be seen, among other places, in the 

use of English case law for many propos此ionsof Australian common law powers 

such as personal jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments from non-

designated countries. Further, even where Australia has used its own 

Parliamentary authority to create new conflicts laws, those laws have largely 

codified the English/ Australian common law approach or have been modelled on 

English statutory developments. For example, Australia’s cou此 rulesfor service 
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out of jurisdiction and its ForeigηJudgments Act might both be characterised 

as based on English statutes that had codified the common law. 

Foreign observers, however, should not be tempted to take the easy route of 

assm凶ngthat江theylearn England's conflict of laws rules they w世 knowthe 

Australian system. Over the past generation the two countries’laws have grown 

apart. Part of this is due to the simple fact that Australia and England are vastly 

different countries in different environments. Thus, English conflicts has been 

increasingly influenced by the civil law through the engagement of the United 

Kingdom with its European neighbours under the Brussels Reg凶ationon 

jurisdiction and enforcement and the Rome Convention on choice of contract 

law. Similarly, there is nothing directly comparable in the English experience to 

Australia’s unique form of constitutional federalism seen in the cross-vesting 

scheme or its special relationship with New Zealand evidenced加 thenarrow 

exceptions for exclusions of revenue laws. 

The divergence is also a result of Australia’s凶creasingw世泊gnessto asse此

more readily its own independent vision of the “common law of Austral句”.(83) 

Thus, in cases such as Voth and R冷却甘 theAustralian H泡hCourt has openly 

rejected the classical English approaches as handed down by the House of Lords 

for its own rules on forum non conveniens and choice of tort law. Further, cases 

such as Gutnick and adoption of laws such as the UNCIT..必4LModel LαWOη 

Electronic Commerce show that the Australian co町 tsand Parliament are 

willing to lead both England加 dthe rest of the world in developing areas such 

as jurisdictional and choice of laws rules for the internet. The resulting message 

regarding current developments in Australian private international law is that 

while learning the subtlety of Antipodean conflicts law is more difficult than 

merely relying on English law, it is also, hopefully for a laWYer coming from a 

civilian background, more interesting and correspondingly useful from a 

comparative perspective. 

* Senior Lecturer, The Australian National University, Faculty of Law. I am indebted 

to Jim Davis for his ad吋ce叩 dg凶dance.All errors, of co町 se，訂emine alone. 

(1) See, eg, Cook v Cook (High Ct 1986) 162 Commonweαlth Lαw Reports 376, 390 

（“Subject, perhaps, to the special position of decisions of the House of Lords given in 
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仕leperiod in which appeals lay from this country to the Privy Council, the 

precedents of other le斜 systems[including E噌land］紅enot bindi噌 andare useful 

o叫yto the degree of the persuasiveness of their reasoning”）． 

(2) Brussels Council Regulation 44/2001, formerly 1968 Brussels and 1988 Lugano 

Conventions on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Ci'叫1and 

Commercial Matters; Rome Convention on the Law Applicable to Contracts 1980. 

(3) This is most evident in OceαηicSun LのieSpecぬtShipping Co v Fα.y, (H泡hCt 

1988) 165 Commonweαlth Lαw Reports 197, where位lemajority of Australia’s cou氏

of final appeal-the High Court-declined to adopt the English House of Lords' rule of 

SpiliadαMα.ritime Corp v Cαηsulex Ltd, [House of Lords 1987] 1 Appeαt Cαses 

460. New Zealand, incidentally, has followed Spiliαdα. See Club Medierranee v 

Wendell [NZ Ct App 1989] 1 Ni仰 ze，αtα叫 LawR叩 0巾 216.

(4) See Saito, herein. 

(5) See Imperial Laws Act 1988 s 5 (NZ). 

(6） τ'his rule covers real prope此：yin all the jurisdictions, and personal prope此yor 

personal prope此ymo此gagesin all the jurisdictions except, oddly, the Australian 

Capital Territory. Supreme Court Rules 1937 (ACT) Ord 12, R 2 (a）ー（b).

(7) See, eg, Evers v R此h(NSW Ct App 1986) 10 New South Wales Lαw Reports 22 

(fleeting presence sufficient for personal jurisdiction 岡山 service).

(8) British South A剖caCo v Companhia de Mocambique [House of Lords 1893] 

Appeal Cases 602. 

(9) See, eg, Ir唱lisv Commonwealth τ'rading Bank of Australia (Fed Ct 1972) 20 

Federal Lαw Reports 30; D昭iv Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd (No. 2) [Vic Sup Ct 

1997] 1阿ctoriaR叩 O巾 428.

QO) Ci叫lJurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982 s 30(1) (UK). 

QO Ci叫ILaw (Wrongs) Act 2002 (ACT) s 146 (2). 

Q2) Id s 146 ( 3 ) ; Jurisdiction of Courts (Foreign Land) Act 1989 (NSW) s 4. 

Q3) 回ghCourt Rules 1952 Ord 10; Federal Court Rules 1979 Ord 8; Supreme Court 

Rules 1937 Ord 12 (ACT); Rules of Supreme Court 1996 Ord 7 (NT); Supreme Court 

Rules 1970 Pt lO(NSW); Uniform Ci岨 ProcedureRules 1999 Ch 4 Pt 7 R 124(Qld); 

Supreme Court Rules 1987 R 18 (SA); Rules of the Supreme Court 1965 Ord 11 (Tas); 

Rules of位leSupreme Court 1996 Ord 7 (Vic); Rules of the Supreme Court 1971 Ord 

10 (WA) (hereinafter the court rules are abbreviated, eg，“SCR (ACT）”）． 

Q4) SCR (NSW）町 10R 1 (c). 

Q5) PE Nygh & M Davies, Conflict of Lαws伽 Austr，αt似（7山 ed,2002) 57. 

Q6) Electronic Transactions Act 1999 (Cth) s 14(5); Electronic ’l'ransactions Act 2000 
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(NSW) s 13 (5); Electronic ’Transactions Act 2000 (Vic) s 13 (5). Itおe却 ected位tat

eventually all states and territori巴swill adopt仕tislegislation. 

仰 Furtherexceptions e語stwhere the par旬、placeof business is not clearly evident. 

See ids 14(6). 

Q8) See, eg, SCR (NSW) pt 10, Or lA(d). 

側 DistillersCo (Bio-Chemicals) Ltd v Thompson [Privy Council 1971] Appeal Cases 

458, 466 (on appeal from New South Wales). 

側 FedCROrd 8 R 1 (ad); SCR (NT) Ord 7.01 (l)(k); SCR (NSW) Pt 10 Ord lA(e); 

SCR (Qld) R 124(1) (l); SCR (SA) R 18.02 (fa); SCR (Vic) Ord 7.01(1) (j). 

仰 Hallv Australian Capital 百rritoryElectricity Au枕10rity[NSW Sup Ct 1980] 2 New 

South Wales LαwR，叩 0巾 26.

仰 See,eg, Lori A Wood，℃yber-Defamation and the S泊glePublication Rule' (2001) 

81 Boston University Lαw Review 895 (collecting sources). 

倒 SeeFelicity Barringer.，‘Internet Makes Dow Jones Open to S凶tinAustralia', New 

拘rkTimes (New York, US), 11 December 2002, C. 

倒 DowJones & Co Inc v Gutnick (H泡hCt 2002) 194 A悩 tralianLαwR叩 O巾 433

Pぽa46 (per Geeson CJ, McHugh, G田町now，組dHayne JJ) , parぉ 71,100 (per 

GaudronJ). 

回 Gutnickv Dow Jones & Co Inc [Vic Ct App 2001] VictoバαSupremeCourt of 

Appe，αls 249, ajfirmi旬［VicSup Ct 2001] VictoバαSupremeCourt 305. 

側 Gutnick 194 ALR at p釘 a55. This c鎚 ehas received extensive佐田町tent

elsewhere. See, eg, Stephen Smith，‘Defamantion，仕teInternet and吐te問ghCou此：

Dow Jones v Gutnick’（2003) 77(2) Austral勿犯 LαwJournαt 106. Nonetheless, it 

is impo比antto remember that, though jurisdiction was established in the cぉeand 

even ass田川ngthe defamation claim is made, any damages will be limited to血e

amount of dissemination in the forum (see Da咽 Syme& Co Ltd v Grey (Fed Ct en 

banc 1992) 115 Australian LαwR叩0地 247, 253) and any enforcement will be 

limited by the assets of the defendant's in the forum or the ability to enforce the 

judgment abroad. 

~ See Diamond v Bank of London and Montreal Ltd [Ct App 1979] 1 Queens Bench 

333. 

側 Vothv Manildra Flour Mills Pty Ltd (High Ct 1990) 171 Commo均weαlthLαω 

R叩 0付s538, 569. 

側 Jurisdictionof Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987 (Cth) s 4; Jurisdiction of Courts 

(Cross-vesting) Act 1993 (ACT) s 4; Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 

1987 (NT) s 4; J凶 sdictionof Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987 (NSW) s 4; Jurisdiction 
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of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987 (Qld) s 4; Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) 

Act 1987 (SA) s 4; Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987何回） s 4; 

Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987 (Vic) s 4; Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-

vesting) Act 1987 (WA) s 4. 

帥 Seeids 5. 

CiO Re Wa凶n;ex parte McNally （回ghCt 1999) l63Austr1αt句.nLαw Reports 270. 

倒 SeeReid Mortensen, Privαte Iηternational Lαw (2000) 35-36. 

倒［Houseof Lords 1987] 1 Appeal Cαses 460. 

倒 Idat 476・78;Club Mediterranee v Wendell [NZ Ct App 1989] 1 New Zeαtα.nd Lαω 

Reports 216. 

関 Seeid. 

倒防th171 CLR at 567. 

的 Oceα.nicSu.n 165 CLR at 247-48. 

側 CSRLtd v Cigna Insurance Australia Ltd (H泡hCt 1997) 189 Commo.nweα肋 Lαω

Reports 345, 393-94. 

倒 Airbuslndustrie GIE v Patel [House of Lords 1999] Appe，αt C回目 19.See αlso 

Kent Anderson，‘What C担 theUnited States Learn from English Anti-Suit 

Injunctions？’（2001) 25ぬleJ仰向αlof Interηα初旬αlLaw 195 (critiqueingAirbus 

and comp訂加gfavourably the English approach to the American approach) . 

帥 hfact, this might occur as pa此 ofthe jurisdiction deliberation, because choice of 

law may influence whether a court exercises its discretion. See 防 th171 CLR at 565. 

ω司lereare six states (New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia，’Tasmania, 

Victoria and Western Australia) , two territories (Australian Capital Territory and 

Northern百rritory)and the Commonwealth central government. 

倒 Austr1αliαη Co.nstitutioηss51, 52. Some釘 easof lawぽe山岨edincluding much 

of far凶lylaw and comm巴rciallaw. See, eg, Marriage Act 1961 (Cth); Family Law Act 

1975 ( Cth) ; Bankruptcy Act 1966 ( Cth) ; Bills ofExchange Act 1909 ( Cth) ; Cheques 

Act 1986 ( Cth) ; Corporations Act 2001 ( Cth）；’l'rade Practices Act 197 4 ( Cth) . 

Furthermore, unlike the United States, the “common law”of Australia is a unified 

body. John Pfeiffer Pty Ltd v Rogerson （出品Ct2000) 172 Austral叫ηLαwRepo巾

625, 630. 

倒 Regardingthe debate see, Nygh & Davies, above n Q5) , ch 2. 

帥 RegieNationale des Usines Renault SA v Zh釘lg （日ghCt 2002) 187 A附けω旬.n

LαWR1叩 0付s1. 

鍋 SeeAustralia Law Reform Commission, Choice of Lαw Rules, Report No 58(1992) 

ch8. 
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帥 GoldenAcres Ltd v Queensland Estates Pty Ltd [Qld Sup Ct 1969] Queensland 

R叩 0付s378, 385, reversed on o吐tergrounds (High Ct 1970) 123 Commonwe，αlth 

Lαw Reports 418；羽.taFood Products v Unus Shipping Co [Privy Council 1939] 

Appeal Cαses 277. 

弘司 ’Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) ss 51AB, 67, 87(2). 

働 Gold側 Acres[1969] Qd Rat 385. 

帥此aiPty Ltd v People's Insurance Co L凶（HighCt 1996) 188 Commo叩倒的Law

Reports 418. 

倒 Idat 441. 

$U Id at 438, 442. 

回 Bonythonv Commonwealth of Australia [Privy Council 1951] Appeαt Cαses 201, 

210 (on appeal from Australia). 

倒 SeeNygh & Davies, above n Q5) , at 368・69(collec佐 沼田町田s).

帥 See,eg, JG Collier, Conflict Q凡αws(3d ed, 2001) 220・221.Reg訂dingthe proper 

law of to此 see,JHC Morris, 'The Proper Law of a Tort’（1951) 64 H1α開 α叫 Lαω

Review 888. 

回［Houseof Lords 1971] Appeal Cαses 356. 

回 PrivateInternational Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1995 ss 11, 12 (UK). 

開 JohnPfeiffer Pty Ltd v Rogerson (High Ct 2000) 172 Austral担ηLαwReports 625; 

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault SA v Zhang （印ghCt 2002) 187 Austral似ηLαω

Reports 1. 

回 Renault187 ALR at para 75. 

倒 防th171 CLR at 567. 

側 Gutnick194 ALR at p訂a44.

制 LawrenceCollins (ed), Dicey and Morris on the Conflict of Lαws (13出 ed,2000) 

R3. 

倒 SeEちeg,FA Mann, Studies伽 Iηte円ω抑制lLαw (1973) 514. Cf PB Carter，明te

Role of Public Policy in English Private International Law' ( 1993) 42 Internαtめηαt

αηd CompαTαtive LαwQuαrterly 1. 

倒 Compα開 Ayersv Evans (Fed Ct en banc 1981) 39 Austral似nLαw Reports 129 

(albeit this case relies, in pぽt,on the express statutory authority provided in 

Bα悦 ruptcyAct 1966 ( Cth) s羽田dCorpora駒市Act2001 (Cth) s 581) with 

Government of India v百.ylor[House of Lor＇也 1955]Appeαi Cαses 491; Peter 

Buchanan Ltd v McVey [Ireland Sup Ct 1954] Irish Reports 89, [1955]Appeal Cαses 

520. Cfαlso Re Southerτt Equities Corp Ltd (in liq), England v Smith [Ct App 2000] 

British Compαny Lαweαses 123. 
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倒 ForeignJudgments Act 1991 (Cth) s 7(1) (a) （刻）．

胸 Regardingthe Australian and English approaches to cross-border insolvency in 

this regards see, Kent Anderson，‘Cross-Border Insolvency-A Proposal Considering 

the Experiences of Various Common Law Countriぱ（2001)51 Hokkαido Lαω 

Rev仰心 1633,1870 (in Japanese with English summary). 

側 See Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments 1934 s 3 (3A) (NZ) (allowing 

enforcement of Australian t蹴 claims);New Zealand Law Commission, Cross-Border 

I加 olvency,Report No 52 para 37 (recommending New Zealand cou巾 donot follow 

Ayers in favour of the English r巴strictiveapproach) . See α伝oConnor v Connor [NZ 

Sup Ct 1974] New ze，αtαηd Lαw Reports 632 (construing revenue claims narrowly 

so as not to include claims for legal aid assistance received) . 

師 SeeFA Mann，‘Spycαtcher in the High Court of Australia' (1988) 104 Lαω 

Quαrterly Repo付s497 (1988). 

側 Attorney-General(UK) v Heinemann Publishers Australia Pty Ltd (High Ct 1988) 

165 Commonwe，αlth Lαw Reports 30, 46-47. 

帥 Attorney-General(NZ) v Ortiz [House of Lords 1984] Appeαl Cαses 1, 19・24

(Lord Dern由lgMR). 

CTI≫ Attorney-General (UK) v Wellington Newspapers Ltd [NZ Ct App 1988] 1 New 

Zeαtαηd Lαw Reports 129, 174. 

cro Al岡山， Bahamas,British Columbia, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, 

Dorr削 ca,Falkland Islands, F討i,France, Germany, Gibraltar, Grenada, Hong Kong 

SAR, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malawi, Manitoba, Montserrat, New Zealand, Papua New 

Guinea, Poland, St Helena, St 回ttsand Ne吋s,St Vmcent and the Grenadines, 

Seychelles, S位lgapore,Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tonga, 

Tuvalu, United Kingdom, and Western Samoa. Foreign Judgments Regulations Reg 4” 

5, Sch 1. 

Cl'li Foreign Judgments Act 1991 ss 5-6. 

伺 Ids7(2) (a). 

Cl4'! Id s (7)(3)-(4). 

伺 Ids6(7). 

問 SeeNygh & Davies, above n 05) , ch 9; Dicey & Morris, above n制， ch14. 

開 SeeAdams v Cape Industries plc[1990]G加 ηcelleryCαses 433; Yoon v Song (NSW 

Sup Ct 2000) 158 Fede叫 LawReview 295. CJ Keele v Findley (NSW Sup Ct 1990) 

New South Wαles Lαw Reports 444. 

~ See Protection of’Trading Interests Act 1980 s 5 (UK). 

側 Fore泡nProc巴巴dings(Excessive Jurisdiction) Act 1984 s 9 (Cth). 
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側 ForeignJudgments Act s 3 (1) （“JU匂ment")(c). 

制 Intern副onalArbitration Act 1974 (C削 ptII, s 7(1), 8. 

倒 Idpt ill, arts 35『36.

帥庁・ei.ffer172 ALR at 630. 


